Qualitative and quantitative assessment of drug-drug interaction potential in man, based on Ki, IC50 and inhibitor concentration.
Strategies used to screen new drug entities as potential inhibitors of CYP450 enzymes are now widely used to select candidates in the drug discovery process. However, the information obtained based on IC50 values are usually more of qualitative nature. The aim of this study was to find out whether a more quantitative assessment of interaction potential could be achieved on the basis of the ratio I/Ki (I corresponds to inhibitor concentration). Ki values, in vivo data, namely plasma exposures under control condition vs in presence of inhibitors, were obtained from literature for 36 compounds. For a quantitative assessment, the following inhibitor concentrations were considered: I max and I in,max (respectively, maximum I in systemic circulation and in portal vein), I max,u and I in,max,u (respectively, maximum unbound I in systemic circulation and in portal vein). The predicted interaction was calculated as AUCinhibitor/AUCcontrol = 1 + I/Ki, where AUCcontrol and AUCinhibitor represent, respectively, the area under curve of the plasma concentration vs time profile under control conditions (ie without inhibitor) and with inhibitor. The use of I/Ki allowed a more quantitative estimation of the interaction potential. In this context, protein binding appeared to be a key parameter to be considered to avoid overestimation of DDI potential. Thus, 60% successful predictions could be achieved based on the ratio I max,u/Ki. Yet, some major deviations between in vivo DDI were obtained with this approach and the observations on the relevance of the inhibitor concentrations and the impact of binding need to be interpreted very cautiously in the absence of information on additional parameters such as fm and fh for example.